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teenth century where there were evidences of a new prosperity
and growth among the Anabaptists. Much of the contents of
this little book consist of extracts from court and other cantonal
records showing how they suffered about the middle of the seven
teenth century. This is a story of heroic suffering and patient
steadfastness, inspiring to all who love religious freedom. We
are grateful to Dr. Fluri for bringing out in print these addi
tional evidences of the steadfastness of our spiritual ancestors.

W. J. McGLOTHLIN.

Memories of a Publisher, 1865-1915. By George Haven Putnam,
Litt.D. Second Edition, 1916. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York and
London. 494 pp. $2.00 net.

This is an intensely interesting volume. Dr. Putnam has had
a long and honorable career. He has come into touch with a
very large number of the leading men of the last fifty years. He
thinks clearly, commands a terse, vigorous style and has remark
able ability to read and portray character. The personal sketches
of authors and the clear presentation of movements and policies
make the book positively fascinating and uncommonly informing.
An appendix of fifty pages on "The European War" adds great
ly to its value. One could wish that that chapter were published
by itself and scattered broadcast over the world. It is coura
geous, discriminating and just.

J. H. FARMER.
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Dr. Driver's excellent commentary on Joel and Amos has
been adapted to the text of the Canterbury Revision, and a few
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